
Natural hair collection



Queen of Nature
In Your nature You are a Queen. You don't need to have a throne or a carriage. Inside Your nature You are a queen and 
it should appear in every moment of Your life. From now on, the splendor of natural hair can be a crown according to 
Your choice. This crown can be in natural colors of wheat, autumn leaves or chocolate. 
Shiny slavic hair can make you feel like a Queen...

Queen of Nature Collection brings together all advantages of Slavic Hair such as:

·         best quality of hair
·         natural colors without any touch of chemical ingredients
·         not modified hair texture
·         correct direction of cuticle that avoids tangling
·         to be cut or dyed according to preferences
·          three possibile bases

The purpose was to create wigs that are not only comfortable but also cover diversity of needs and expectations. Each 
kind of base presents different features, but the ones like quality of hair and possibility of attachment on circular or 
using tapes are the same.

About Us 

Since 1999 Rokoko Hair Company acts actively on the market. We are specialized in challenging range of hair 
problems and we offer a selection of solutions in this area. We are aware of the fact that hair is important for many 
people, we set our goal on providing help and products for them. We propose best possible solutions based on 
individual approach and treating every issue as a challenge. By combining years of experience with new technology 
achievements, we assure that our products are a chance to live comfortably.

Available in size XS, S, M
Other sizes by order
No tapes needed
Natural, not dyed hair
Possbility to attache on circuit or to use tapes, 
clips or combs. 
Bonding inadvisable   

machine made
hair strongly fixed to the base
hidden knots
internally soft (silk made top)

ALIZEE



double lace handmade top
knots covered by second lace part
machine made back
lace front

 

COLIMIA

Available in size XS, S, M
Other sizes by order
No tapes needed
Natural, not dyed hair
Possbility to attache on circuit or to use tapes, 
clips or combs. 
Bonding inadvisable   



fully handmade
double lace top
knots covered by second lace part
lace front
the lightest and most delicate

 

LOA

Available in size XS, S, M
Other sizes by order
No tapes needed
Natural, not dyed hair
Possbility to attache on circuit or to use tapes, 
clips or combs. 
Bonding inadvisable   



STILLA
handmade
monofilament with PU around
high durability

Available in size 17 cm x17 cm
Natural, not dyed hair
Possbility to use tapes, clips or combs
Bonding inadvisable   



15 cm / 20 cm / 25 cm / 30 cm / 35 cm

Colors in catalog might be different from real.

Available sizes:

Available lengths:

Basic colors:

XS 50,8-52 cm 34,3 cm 28.5 cm -- 29 cm

S 52-53,3 cm 34,93-35,56 cm 29 cm -- 29.5 cm

M 54,61-55 cm 35,56-36,2 cm 29.5 cm -- 30 cm

30 cm -- 30.5 cmL
(not on stock, possibility to order)

55,8-57 cm 36,2-36,8 cm

sizes circle front to back ear to ear 
through forehead



Rokoko Hair Company
ul. Zamoyskiego 43
03-801 Warsaw
Poland

export@rokoko.com.pl
www.rokoko.com.pl

 
Projekt spódnicy z okładki:
Ewa Wasilka ewawasilka.blogspot 


